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SMARTSHEET

QUICK 
REFRESHER

•The sheet is the foundation of all data.  
• Has 4 views: Calendar, Grid, Gantt and Card View

• Create sheets, reports and dashboards from scratch 
or use prebuilt templates and template sets 
available in the Solution center

•Filters allow you to create specific filters to quickly 
look at key information

•Conditional Formatting allows you to set rules for 
certain conditions : ex: automatically flag At Risk tasks 
or task with a certain due date with a certain color

•Automated workflows can be set to send alerts, auto 
complete certain rows, get approvals etc.

•Comments and attachments can be added at group or 
row level
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SMARTSHEET

QUICK 
REFRESHER

•Forms speed up collection of data. Use forms 
for feedback, surveys, PTO, etc. Automated 
logic can be used to improve the user 
experience

•Formulas/Expressions help aggregate data 
and automate some tasks

•Reports and dashboards organize and 
summarize data for users at all levels

•Use pre built template sets or create 
dashboards and reports from scratch
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SMARTSHEET: FORMULA/FUNCTIONS BASICS

•Enter all formulas/functions 
•With an = sign in the cell

•Use the function icon (sigma symbol)

• Apply it across the column using the Convert to Cell 
formula option, or drag it down to apply the column

•Note: Smartsheet also will add a formula to 
subsequent rows when it recognizes a pattern

•Some of the formulas are very familiar to users, while 
others are unique to Smartsheet 

•Formulas can be applied to retrieve data from other 
sheets (cross sheet formulas)

•Formulas can be also be used to automate some 
flows. Example, a Nested IFF formula can be used to 
change the color of the Status based on multiple 
criteria such as percentage complete
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SMARTSHEET: FORMULA/FUNCTIONS BASICS 
(CONTD.)

▪The intersection of a column name and row is a cell. 

▪Example: 
▪Column name is Expenses
▪Row is 1
▪Cell is Expenses1

▪If there are spaces or characters in the column name, 
the cell will contain the column name in square brackets.  
Example
▪Column Name is Trip Expense
 Row is 7
 Cell is [Trip Expenses]7

 You can also reference an entire column Cell:Cell.
 Ex: Expenses1:Expenses33
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SMARTSHEET 
FORMULA

& FUNCTIONS

•Sum
•Count
•Average
Note: you can see the key data aggregated at the 
bottom of the sheet

▪IF
▪SumIF
▪CountIF
▪Nested formulas
▪Vlookup
▪Index 
▪Distinct
▪And much more….
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SMARTSHEET 
FORMULA

& FUNCTIONS
-CONTD.

•Smartsheet has many formulas to 
calculate hierarchies and automate certain 
flows
▪Children

▪Parent 

▪Ancestor

▪Descendants

▪NetWorkDays

▪@cell and @row functions make formulas more 
accurate and efficient
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SMARTSHEET: REPORTS

•The source of all reports is the 
Sheet.  Set up the sheet to pull 
the information you need

•Create Reports from existing 
data, using summary or row data

•Summarize and group 
information from multiple 
sheets

•Share reports with select users 
or all users via a workspace
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SMARTSHEET: DASHBOARDS

•Set up your metrics ahead of 
time. Use the summary sheet 
option or set up a metric sheet

•Use a central dashboard to pull 
all key components into one 
place: shortcuts, images, rich 
text and key metrics

•Make the dashboard clean and 
relevant to the stakeholder
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SMARTSHEET: INTEGRATION WITH OTHER 
APPS
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• Smartsheet integrates with multiple applications.  Including but 
not limited to
• Dropbox
• Gmail
• Power BI
• Slack
• JIRA
• BOX
• ServiceNow
• Outlook
• OneDrive

• And so much more…



WHAT NOW?
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To learn more about Smartsheet, use the following resources
• Smarstheet.com has several learning tracks and how-tos that are 

free and the best way to begin.  Additional training is available to 
Smartsheet Enterprise and Business accounts

• Check out YouTube for videos. Look for the word Engage if 
possible. These are Smartsheet sessions that are sometimes 
available on YouTube at no cost. 

• There are also users of SS who frequently post on YouTube
• LinkedIn Learning and Udemy also have additional courses that 

may be helpful 

• Sign up for a free trial and practice !!
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